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Then analyze the problems and decide on a plan with the patient. A good example in this case was when one of the
brokers took advantage of an unemployed widow who needed sound advice on how to diversify her portfolio in such a
way that it would sustain her for the rest of her life. Instead, the contemporary nursing professional takes on a
partnership role with both the doctor and patient as advocate caregiver, teacher, researcher, counselor, and case manager.
The purpose of this paper is to identify the ethical issues in the case study provided in the week one assignment. Nurses
must understand his or her values and morals to be able to deal adequately with the ethical issues he or she is faced with.
My advise to Jerry would be use integrity and be honest with the patient. The ethical issues that could arise may be if
Jerry knows the patient personally and knows the doctor does call in a refill any other time, or knowing the patient needs
his medication so soon, and Jerry knows the doctor wont be back for another hour. During the time the receptionist is
out to lunch Jerry is covering for her. Ethics Case Study Ethical business behavior can be defined by business
leadership. If Jerry is protected.Apr 28, - I hope you can help me. I will try to keep this brief: Jerry McCall, Dr.
Williams's LPN and office assistant, is alone in the office at lunchtime, handling all the phone calls while the
receptionist is out of the office. He receives a call from one of the doctor's patients who requests a prescription refill for
Valium. Mar 1, - Jerry has only trained as a medical assistant and Licensed Practical Nurse (LPN), so he is not qualified
to give prescriptions. The patient in this case has specified that Dr. Williams gives him a valium prescription as a friend
and not as a doctor so if Jerry were to call in his refill, he would be exposing. He has received professional training as
both a medical assistant and a LPN. A patient calls and says he must have a prescription refill for Valium, an
antidepressant medication, Jerry's professional credentials will not allow him to issue prescriptions. What Every
Practitioner Needs To Know About Controlled . No. Valium is an S4 drug and can only be prescribed by an MD. A
patient calls and says he must have a prescription refill for Valium and that the provider, a friend, calls in the medication
prior to any flights. This type of Each individual state in the nation has different guidelines for the roles and duties an
LPN can perform under the direction of a qualified health professional. Medical. Meanwhile, a patient calls to the clinic
and asks Jerry about the prescription refill for Valium. The patient states that it is Doctor's assistant position and LPN
status of the Jerry does not grant the autonomy to take decisions related to the prescription of the drug to any patient in
the absence of a doctor. Jerry has LPN status. Jerry McCall is Dr. William's office assistant. He has received
professional training as both a medical assistant and an LPN. He is handling all the phone calls while the receptionist is
at lunch. A patient calls and says he must have a prescription refill for Valium, an antidepressant medication, called in
right away to his. Valium (Diazepam) drug information and medication overview. Learn more about Valium and refill or
transfer your prescription online. Visit rubeninorchids.com for more rubeninorchids.comg: lpn. Jerry knows that in his
position he is not authorized to fill the prescription because he knows that Valium is a very addictive drug. Jerry should
know that he needs to get the doctors approval before he can authorize the refill. When dealing with medication refills
the Med. Assistant or the LPN cannot refill a prescription with the. controlled substances. This manual will help you do
that by listing some safeguards you can take to prevent such diversion. It also explains registration, recordkeeping, and
valid prescription requirements. As a practitioner, your role in the proper prescribing, administering, and dispensing of
controlled substances is critical to.
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